Bilateral simultaneous intertrochanteric fractures of femur without major trauma
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Abstract: Bilateral simultaneous intertrochanteric femur fractures are rare and usually occur as a result of major trauma. In this paper, we present a 76-year old male patient from Turkey referred to the emergency service of our hospital with severe pain and poor mobilization in both hips. There was no history of major trauma. The patient was treated with closed proximal femoral nailing in both hips in the same operation period. At last follow-up, 6 months after surgery, the patient was able to walk with the aid of his children and resumed his previous status, after he had completed an intensive rehabilitation program.
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Introduction
Trochanteric femur fractures are observed frequently by orthopedic surgeons in daily practice in emergency services especially in the elderly patient population. They generally appear due to simple falls. Simultaneous bilateral femur intertrochanteric fractures are very rare and usually appear after major traumas or primary/secondary bone diseases. Although there are many case presentations in the literature about bilateral femoral neck fractures, there are very few case presentations about simultaneous bilateral femur intertrochanteric fractures. The proximal femur is the area where the most deficiency fractures are observed. In addition, the proximal femur is the area which is routinely subjected to maximum loading force. The deficiency fracture is a type of stress fracture caused by normal stress on abnormal bone. The proximal femur is a very important component of the motion system and receives high energy during movements because of carrying the whole of the body weight and due to the contractions of the muscles in this area. For this reason, the trochanteric femur fractures may occur in some cases where the bone mass is decreased and with the effects of the simple trauma and excessive muscle contractions together.

Case report
A 76-year old male from Turkey was referred to the emergency services of our hospital with severe pain and poor mobilization in both hips. In his history he had to jump over two small steps from a staircase, because his feet slipped and then the patient sat down on the step and was not able to stand up because he felt severe pain in both hips, and then he was transported to the emergency services later. The physical examination in the emergency service department revealed external rotation posture in both lower extremities, limitations in movement, sensitivity, and severe pain. After the X-ray and
computed tomography, bilateral trochanteric femur fracture was detected (Figures 1 and 2). According to his medical history, even though the patient is elderly he does not have any medical comorbidities. The necessary preparations were made and the patient was taken to the operating room. Spinal anesthesia was applied, and fracture reduction was performed on the fracture table with the support of fluoroscopy, and then in the same operation period, closed proximal femoral nailing was performed to both hips (Figure 3). No serious bleeding occurred, and based on this, there was no need for transfusion during and after the operation. No complications developed in the postoperative period. At last follow-up, 6 months after surgery, the patient was able to walk with his children’s assistance and resumed his previous status, after he had taken up an intensive rehabilitation program.

**Discussion**

Although femur trochanteric fractures may be observed frequently in the elderly, bilateral fractures are very rare and usually occur after serious traumas.\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^5\) Those which occur after simple traumas are usually in the form of femoral neck fractures.\(^7\) These kinds of patients are usually osteoporotic patients. Unilateral trochanteric fractures may occur after simple traumas.\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^6\)\(^9\) Bilateral fractures are very rare and occur after serious complicated traumas.\(^8\)\(^9\) Besides the effect of the direct trauma, excessive and imbalanced contractions of the muscles in the same area also have an effect in these fractures.\(^4\)\(^-\)\(^5\) It is known that old bones lose their elastic adaptation capacity and this facilitates the occurrence of fractures.\(^3\) It must be kept in mind that in the basis of such fractures, there will always be osteoporosis, and the operation method must be chosen according to this fact. Also, the follow-up medical support must be considered in the light of this situation.\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^6\)

Intramedullary nails, sliding hip screws, anatomical plates, partial and total prosthesis, external fixators, and proximal femoral nails are among the materials used in the fixation of the fractures in this area.\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^9\) When both lower extremities are involved in the event, the fixation tool which will allow early mobilization and load of weight must be chosen. The treatment of extracapsular fracture of the hip relies on fracture pattern and stability. The sliding hip screw and plates generally are utilized for stable and displaced fracture pattern. The use of an intramedullary device is dedicated to unstable extracapsular femur intertrochanteric fracture and loss of medial cortical support of femur proximal fractures.\(^10\)

Because this case is an extracapsular and unstable femur intertrochanteric fracture, we performed stable fracture fixation and preferred to apply the proximal femoral nail, which allows early mobilization and is easier tolerated by the patient. The proximal femoral nail application may be applied easily in such fractures; and since the hip abductor...
and rotator mechanisms receive less damage iatrogenically during the surgery, the result is a more functional hip.

Conclusion
Bilateral trochanteric fractures are very rare injuries; however, sometimes they can occur especially in patients with osteoporosis after a simple fall or jumping. In the treatment, both the patient and the surgeon may have some challenges. In choosing the surgical fixation material, it is important that the material will allow early mobilization and protect the patient from any surgical complication, thus avoiding possible complications that can stem from long-term immobilization and surgical complication. Surgeons can be sure of a successful treatment with the choice of proper fixation material and accurate planning.
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